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The Architecture of Emotional Drawings
Architecture is a story which unfolds through drawing. The experience of architecture affects us, it stimulates people and can affect their wellbeing. Thus, happiness is the foremost significant emotion in the architecture of emotional drawings. Drawing can reveal what the spoken word cannot, it can bequeath wellbeing as it is an expression of conscious and unconscious desires.

Drawings are essentially constructed of subjective artistic experiences; whilst healthcare is grounded in objective scientific research. To explore the context of drawing and wellbeing at the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario CHEO, it is necessary to consider both frameworks. It is the scope of this thesis to research a qualitative phenomenological approach, revealed through drawings, to express how one experiences happiness and by connecting it to existing evidence-based and quantitative research. How can drawing become a way of imagining the new addition at CHEO; a cultivated place which can stimulate an environment of happiness and wellbeing.
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Drawing is an inception of architecture; it is where we enter the wondrous space of our minds. Architecture communicates and draws out emotions, it shapes us and our wellbeing. Drawing is a visual language which can reveal glimpses into the subconscious mind. Drawing becomes the tool to imagine the architecture of emotional drawings and in turn, the new addition at the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario CHEO. This thesis looks at the relationship between space and emotion, and its interpretation through drawing. To draw conclusions on the qualitative research of this thesis, understanding and interpretation will be directed through readings of existing quantitative research; drawing together a transparency, a link between.

Advances in psychology and neuroscience now provide a scientific basis for considering the effects of space on emotions and wellbeing. The experience of architecture is uniquely coloured for everyone. The meaning things have in our embodied experiences, their appearances, and the way we experience things is defined as phenomenology. There are architectural nuances which can emit a positive or negative phenomenology. Physical surroundings can change the way one
feels and thus, can change one’s wellbeing. Communication between the brain and the immune system is very important.\textsuperscript{3} Awareness of space and place changes when we are ill, and changes yet again when we begin to heal.\textsuperscript{4} Healing and illness noticeably shapes our sense of place; it can paint our emotions.\textsuperscript{5} Drawing and neuroscience in architecture may seem poles apart but with growing insight the two disciplines both work together in their quest of knowledge, which in due course aids in the design of wellbeing in architecture.\textsuperscript{6}

Both drawing and architecture communicate and uniquely draw out emotions through lived experiences. There is a relationship between space and emotion -- how can drawing help interpret this relationship. As a child, I have had a reoccurring experience, which now as an adult only visits intermittently. With this lived experience in mind I realize that it is extremely important to design the experience of architecture, particularly for children, to have a positive impact on their wellbeing because they are very vulnerable to the stimulus of their surroundings. The onset of this personal experience is difficult to describe with words. Typically, it would come into being while drawing, or while writing a math exam. Drawing and math remarkably are both non-verbal languages. My surroundings become intense by having the feeling that things become faster and louder than usual. My actions feel like they are sped up, when in reality they are moving at a very normal pace. The only thing that does not seem to move faster is time itself.
Sounds during this time are loud as if someone turned up the volume of the universe. If there is music, it sounds like someone turned up the volume and pressed fast forward. This lived experience has a taste, which if I had to describe it would taste like lead, and this taste in turn also has a texture (Figure 3). The experience of the whole room has a new feeling to it. Sharp corners juxtaposing smooth surfaces give off a different feeling. Sharp corners draw a kind of heavy pressure on my head while smooth curved shapes do not seem to affect me much. My surroundings draw out new emotions, which I did not notice on a conscious level previously. It is a perceived experience of space, time, sound, taste and texture.

If space affects our whole being, our senses, our emotions – can we expose an architecture of wellbeing through drawing happy emotions? What is the relationship between wellbeing and space, and its interpretation through drawing? Existing neurological research reinforces the qualitative approach of drawing positive emotion to generate architecture which in turn enhances wellbeing. Drawings in the form of happiness envision the addition at CHEO.
DRAWING RESEARCH

DRAWINGS OF HAPPINESS: A DESIGN TOOL

This research is conceptually concerned with considering human emotion from the informant's standpoint; it assumes a dynamic and transferred reality. Methodologically data are collected through participant's drawings. Data are analysed by themes from the drawings and descriptions by informants. Qualitative research is useful for studies at the individual level, and to find out, in depth, the ways in which people think or feel.7

This study aims to use drawing as a tool to design healthcare architecture to enhance wellbeing; an experience mapping of happiness. One must not only rely on scientific data, we must also create our own experiences. This study involves children and intellectually disabled individuals of varying ages drawing images, based on a series of drawing exercises. The two drawing exercises are:

1. Draw a space where you feel happy

2. Draw what happiness looks like to you
The drawings produced in the first exercise will help design ‘what’ the addition at CHEO will be about and the other exercise will determine ‘how’ the architecture of the addition will be shaped and coloured. The two drawing exercises have been fashioned to serve a needs assessment, as well as to transform themselves into architectural spaces. The drawing exercise guide embodies the idea of the drawing creating space and thus architecture (Figure 4).
The drawing exercise was conducted with a few of the Professors children, of the Azrieli School of Architecture. However, most of the drawings were completed with intellectually disabled artists at H’Art of Ottawa as part of their curriculum. H’Art is an innovative art studio where sense of place is encouraged and celebrated for people with developmental disabilities. The artists have a great ability of communicating through the common language of art and self-expression. Most of the artists at H’Art are very familiar with CHEO, some of them have spent much of their childhood there. The artists are finding their voice and a place through art. At H’Art they are also enhancing their self-confidence and wellbeing while nurturing life-long learning through art. The artists contributed to this thesis in a very meaningful way. H’Art Studio is inspired by a strong belief that people with a developmental disability can be productive members of our society, and that through visual art they can realize their full potential. The artists have contributed a great wealth of knowledge to the research of this thesis.

Through drawing, and creative writing, the artists transform ideas, emotions and life experiences into works of art. There is a new group of people each day of the week at H’Art, thus I spent three
amazing weeks there with them initially and one week in the end to show them the project that came about from their drawings of happiness. Sticking to their curriculum, at 9am we would start talking about what happiness is to each of us, to get the creativity flowing they would all write about the exercise, to put their words on paper, then they would draw what they said and wrote, and until about 3pm they would draw or paint. Using art as a vehicle and through personalized facilitation, participants were given the opportunity to explore their unique artistic expression in the two exercises. The children and the intellectually disabled artists that participated have fully embraced the creative process of the two exercises designed for them and the results are extraordinary.

DRAWING IMAGINATION FROM THE ARCHIVE

Herein are the results of the emotional drawings. These drawings capitalize on the desires to reflect upon and preserve experience and to actively create new ones. The drawings encourage design catered to wellbeing as they are an expression of happiness in a tangible form. They are exhibited in the form of a drawing quilt with a poetic quilt on the opposing page.
1. DRAW A SPACE WHERE YOU FEEL HAPPY
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Henry
QUILT 1

Kelsey

Elaine

Jessica

Jenny

Analisa
I feel happy when I’m in a quiet place, where there are flowers, trees and grass. There are birds and bees in the woods, there is sunshine and fresh air in this place. This place is peaceful when there is no noise or loud sounds. This can be very quiet, and nice and sunny or bright. My happy place where I am is happy and peaceful.
-- Henry

My happy space looks good because my happy space makes me feel relaxed. I like feeding the geese down by the Rideau River. The walls are a waterfall, the water is blue.
-- Jessica

I feel happy when I’m in a quiet place, where there are flowers, trees and grass. There are birds and bees in the woods, there is sunshine and fresh air in this place. This place is peaceful when there is no noise or loud sounds. This can be very quiet, and nice and sunny or bright. My happy place where I am is happy and peaceful.
-- Henry

Hanging out at home and listening to music and colouring in my colouring book story.
Playland, the log ride.
-- Kelsey

Picture of me on my wall, painting, a black dog. Windows of reflection at myself. The big crazy little things.
-- Jenny

Sitting under leaves.
-- Elaine

Flowers, clouds.
-- Analisa
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Christine Kelly

Nadia

Marika

Richard

Christine

Kelly

Kelly
Good afternoon everyone, sincerely I would feel happy to find myself in small cottage in a forest overlooking a hill near a lake in which you could only hear nature in its purity. The perfect spot to replenish the body and mind and put away the stress, it would be the best therapy to feel better again. Being fully immersed in nature, there’s nothing better to appreciate the good life.
-- Richard

Big and lots of room to move around, run and play. The ground would be hot like the sun, cracked like an old wooden boat and in some places is soft as an eagle’s feather and smooth like skin. It would have big green, wavey, fresh, healthy, grassy hills and it would have lots of long tall trees to keep my home cool from the hot sun.
-- Christine

Pyramid landscape, flowers.
-- Kelly

Where my parents pray with and for me. Dancing, hope, sunlight, moon, earth. Like a bird to see the blue sky. In your dreams and night. To see the sunlight so high in the sky, to see the flowers.
-- Marika

Music in my room, when I talk loud and read my book.
-- Nadia
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Tracey

Jessica

Tanya

Tracey

Julie
I am a writer and I like to write. My personal space feels safe and happy. Raining tea.
-- Jessica

Family, art, walking, dancing, computers, movies, friends, sitting in a circle talking, ballroom dance, lights, Cinderella, canopy, flowers, butterflies, castle, sun, horse farm, Disney, happy ever after.
-- Tanya

I love being happy all the time, the music helps me to feel calm and be in the happy place. I’m very interested to be a song writer myself because music comes from the heart and song writing comes from your feelings, you have to feel and I love.
-- Julie

Baby at CHEO
Happy to go to school.
Party with cake. My mom makes me feel happy.
-- Tracey
Everyone united; Rainbow. I like dancing, music and animals, even nature. Draw or paint murals.
-- Ada

Trees, nature, colours, water, sunshine.
-- Andre

Playing in the spring.
-- Oliver

A place where I can breathe, the earth, riding the waterfalls. Ballet dance, feeling music.
-- Megan

My place where I am happy, I am really happy with my dad. I love going to Disney with him. When we go to the ballet I am happy. I love to listen to the orchestra at the NAC. Sometimes dad and I go for a walk, I like to be outside.
-- Amanda
ARCHITECTURAL

Anna

FIGURE 7
“When I think about it, I don’t know what it looks like, when I draw it I see it”

-- Jake

This quote from Jake at H’Art embodies the scope of this thesis. To materialize what is unseen, to project something other than the bare walls of the hospital, to bring out dreams and imagination into part of reality through drawing. These are the dream images that are incorporated into a physical architecture.
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Anna

Caroline

Andre

Malinda

Jessica

Alixé

Sarah

Sarah
My happy space would be peaceful and calm with colourful tulips in a garden outside. Classical music would play as I create. I’d like to be beside a stream to listen to. My space is part of a magic castle.
-- Anna

All the elements of nature, rocks, stones, water, air, mist, wind.
-- Caroline

A place I make art with my friends. I would have chairs, tables and art supplies.
-- Malinda

A place I can paint.
-- Andre

Drawings on the wall.
-- Jessica

New planet, Astronaut.
-- Alixe

The moon and butterflies, I like painting jellyfish, I am happy to see animals. At school, the trees outside.
-- Sarah
I feel happy when I am with cats, I like being at H'Art, I love painting flowers, cakes, birds, gardens, forests, I like line painting. I like architecture paintings, all animals and birds.
I like seeing trees, nature, the garden at night, butterflies, a family of elephants, rhinoceros, human life.
The walls are orange.
-- Michael

I love music and art, I stutter so the language I was born with is not easy for me.
-- Julie

My cave, just me, out in the open, to feel free.
To be human during the day and a dragon at night. I paint my cave rainbow colours.
-- Debbie

I like my drawings/ colouring book because I’m relaxed. I am watching TV Atomic Puppet at 4:30, my favourite super hero. I like reading a book called Sailormoon. I was working in my own personal diary. Where I can do my drawings, colouring book.
-- Jenny

My own room to keep to myself nice and personal.
Secret things, confidence, freedom, independent, exciting things.
-- Ada
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My own room to keep to myself nice and personal.
Secret things, confidence, freedom, independent, exciting things.
-- Ada
Organized, I feel like I am at home at work, freedom.
-- Kelly

At CHEO the nurses treated me like a princess. I am happy I am here at H’Art with down syndrome people.
-- Marika

Office, arts and crafts, to teach how to express emotions; Deaf School. When they paint they have a smile on their face.
-- Analisa

My perfect wedding. Photobook of moments.
-- Suzan

At home.
-- Tracey
A space where I feel happy is in my room reading books, colouring in my new colouring book, when I make coffee and tea. I like to relax in my purple coat. Hide behind a tree to relax in space, to read books in small cozy places. Christmas tree.
-- Alanna

I feel happy when I’m at home, painting my pictures at home for all of my friends. I also have a happy place when I’m at the beach in the summertime. I love swimming in the water and having lunch on a blanket. I also like colouring in colouring books at the cottage in the summertime. All the colours of the sea.
-- Frances

To be in a home, I paint at home. My tea makes me happy.
-- Jessica

Vines hanging from the ceiling, water, a world to escape into the jungle.
-- Christine

I feel happy when I’m at home, painting my pictures at home for all of my friends. I also have a happy place when I’m at the beach in the summertime. I love swimming in the water and having lunch on a blanket. I also like colouring in colouring books at the cottage in the summertime. All the colours of the sea.
-- Frances

To be in a home, I paint at home. My tea makes me happy.
-- Jessica

A space where I feel happy is in my room reading books, colouring in my new colouring book, when I make coffee and tea. I like to relax in my purple coat. Hide behind a tree to relax in space, to read books in small cozy places. Christmas tree.
-- Alanna

Vines hanging from the ceiling, water, a world to escape into the jungle.
-- Christine
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A place to daydream; the infinite window.
-- Achilla

In my room where I can read, with a nice big window.
-- Millan

When I think about it, I don’t know what it looks like, when I draw it I see it.
-- Jake

Falling stars, night sky.
-- Nadia

-- Chris
My happy space is at home in my bedroom where my art studio is, where I do my artwork. I have a happy space on the couch with a hot chocolate doing my knitting.

-- Alexa

I’d like a little TV in my happy space because watching it makes me feel calm, I want the window to be open sometimes to let the fresh air in. I would like red and yellow colours on the walls. I would like to be around things that remind me of when my family was together.

-- Elaine

A place to talk, comfortable, big windows.

-- Karina

-- Doug

Narnia.

-- Jessie

My happy space is at home in my bedroom where my art studio is, where I do my artwork. I have a happy space on the couch with a hot chocolate doing my knitting.

-- Alexa
2. DRAW WHAT HAPPINESS LOOKS LIKE TO YOU
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ENTERING THE DRAWING OF ANOTHER

Designing a wondrous architecture is not merely an intuitive operation, or an unreflective action, but rather the continuation of drawings, a kind of rational wisdom capable of considering actions that can deliver desired effects. This is not done by simply a skill or a technique, however, since it involves not only the ability to decide how to achieve a certain end, but also the ability to reflect upon and determine good ends, consistent with the aim of entering the drawing of another.

The drawings in this research activate the reading for this thesis, which have brought about three strong themes. Many of the drawings draw upon the notion of nature, architecture, and abstraction. Subcategories within nature are trees, flowers, leaves, sunshine, rainbows, water, waterfalls, fresh air, animals. As well, subcategories within architecture are homes, bedrooms, villages, tree house pods, stairs, galleries, playgrounds, art studios. The abstract drawings are mostly curvilinear shapes and colourful. To see beyond the image, to spatialize the drawing, I collaged and drew on top of the drawings. *Figure 11 and 12* shows two ways to enter the nature drawings. The trees surround you, the sail becomes a protective and sculptural wall; it is a peaceful space within nature and the drawing.
Figure 13 displays the architecture collage: a realm of tree house pods, hills, circles to sit and to paint in, enigmatic stairs parallel to the roof-line of the village. Figure 14 and 15 are in the abstract realm; how do we start to inhabit the shapes: the shapes become floors, walls, ceilings, rooms, windows, thresholds.

Drawing is the primary mode of imagining. Here lies within a strong idea of interpreting drawings. On a literal level, how do we read drawings in the form of a dream and how do we interpret them. Drawing is a form of dreaming. Marco Frascari offers a theory of drawings and dreams -- a reading of drawings. Drawings reveal what is in the imagination. There is magic in the drawings, with its ability to move the imagination of the gazer. Drawings carry signs of the manifestation of dreams which become a way to imagine in architecture. In order to read drawings one must read between the lines in order to understand a reading of the lines. Meandering lines of thought are discovered in the workings of architectural imagination and threads of ideas. Dreams are visual in structure, they are a way of thinking by using images. Architectural drawings come to life and understanding through daydreaming. Dreams are our identifying and making sense of the imagination as they draw a connection between the visible and the invisible. There is a capacity of waking up to dreams through drawing and through entering the drawings of another.
Ambiguity in art activates the imagination, as an unfinished image calls upon our creative resources to complete its story, to collude in its plot—to round out its body. The harmony that resides in the delicate proportions of lines and masses in the abstract drawings becomes mirrored in the mind; the repetitions of pattern give us rest. The drawings in this thesis take the role of a communicative tool, becoming an instrumental design language that creates an exchange of ideas. These drawings mediate ideas on the cognitive mapping of happiness, amounting to a series of architectural spaces obtained through digital and hand drawing -- represented moments of a suspended experience within each drawing.
FIGURE 14
DRAWING OUT EVIDENCE

THE LANGUAGE OF DRAWING

When words lack intelligibility or when they cannot describe something, drawing can define both the real and unreal in visual terms. Drawing through its expression of the conscious and subconscious mind, provides interconnected ways of orienting knowledge that contributes to a multidimensional understanding of the lived experience. Drawing is a universal language of knowledge and experience; it is a way of coming to know the world that is explicated through the act of drawing. Art brings to light self-knowledge, and acts as a communication tool. Art has the ability to help us understand ourselves and our surroundings. The picture captures and conveys the non-verbal part of one’s mind. After all, a picture is worth a thousand words.

It is difficult to describe certain phenomena with words. When a patient says that they have a sharp pain, what does sharp mean to us? What would happen if we asked patients to explain their pain through drawing? If these drawings of pain became inhabitable spaces would they also cause negative emotions? How would drawings of certain emotions give insight on how to design therapeutic architecture? If we asked children to draw happiness, could we thus create architecture of happiness? Drawing affords insightful glimpses into experiences and emotions. The process of looking, seeing and viewing enables us to interpret drawings visually, emotionally and aesthetically.
The brain mediates a conversation between vision and the hand. The hand in drawing invokes our embodied experience. Based on philosophy, and the writings of Maurice Merleau-Ponty, drawing is experienced through intricacies and connections of mind, object and body. It is a means through which the act of seeing is evinced in a tangible form. Illustrations can make the invisible visible; it is a way of discovering the built environment through thinking, feeling, sensing, and doing. Drawing explores the potentials of experience, ideas and memory through its ability to retain and articulate traces of the past, the present and imagining the future. Thinking about drawing and thinking through drawing; highlights that drawing can be a critical and reflective form of investigation. Drawing is an instantaneous process of reflecting within the realm of creativity. It is the manifestation of an incessantly mutable process, the partially realized ruminations of the mind -- the acts of thought.

Neuroaesthetics explains how art conforms to the laws of the visual brain, it is not unusual for art to expose these laws to us, often astounding us with the visually unforeseen. Art does not embody the visual world, rather it makes things visible. Seeing the world through the diverse lenses of art and science and, by assimilating these perspectives, we attain a deeper understanding of reality. Systematically, drawings are visual and produce meanings, while at the same time construct knowledge. Qualifying a method of designing through drawing, while uncovering a methodology for wondrous architecture, and enhancing the experience of architecture will cultivate a more rewarding experience of wellbeing in our built environment.
THERAPY THROUGH DRAWING

Drawing can help us with our most intimate and ordinary predicaments. Art is also a form of therapy. Art therapy has its origins in early 20th-century psychiatry and its discovery of the unconscious. The importance of creative expression for wellbeing and recovery is well recognized. Art can be a self-initiated activity providing a form of self-expression; it can be used to improve care environments; and can also provide people with a voice.29

Wondrously gazing at a drawing and the act of drawing itself allows us to remember, to instill hope, it rebalances us, gives self-understanding, growth and appreciation.30 Empirical research has shown that we experience fictional realities through neurobiological mechanisms fairly similar to those through which we experience real life.31

Our mind looses both factual and sensory memories. Considering the urge to take photographs, the impulse to pick up a camera from our fear of forgetting. Art is a way of preserving experiences that we need help containing; it helps us hold on to things when they are gone.32 At the most basic level we enjoy drawings because we like the real thing they represent; art rebalances us emotionally.33
are not quite ‘transparent’ to ourselves, however drawing gives us self-understanding.\textsuperscript{34} Personal identity and qualities of the mind and character can be found in one’s drawings; art builds up self-knowledge and acts as a communication tool.\textsuperscript{35} A cause of our unhappiness is our mastery of the art of habituation; we often yearn for the imagined places of elsewhere. Drawing can lead us to a more truthful assessment of what is valued by working against habit and allowing us to reshape what we admire.\textsuperscript{36}

Art and drawing contributes in the role of promoting positive mental health and wellbeing. Drawing carries an intrinsic sense of relaxation and happiness; it instills a meditative state.\textsuperscript{37} Drawing with others can improve self-esteem and empowerment, which in turn enables positive social behaviour.\textsuperscript{38} Drawing is a tool which can extend our capacities; it allows intricate associations between parts to be realized.\textsuperscript{39} It addresses us in the fullness of our being while concurrently talking to our mind, emotions, imagination, memory, and physical senses.\textsuperscript{40}
DRAWING FROM NEUROLOGY IN ARCHITECTURE

Cognitive neuroscience can reframe how art functions and how architecture is experienced, revitalizing and empirically validating longstanding instincts about the relationship between body and aesthetic experience. Architectural design changes our brain and our behaviour.41 The human brain alone has over one hundred billion neurons, and each has an average of 7,000 synaptic connections, which means we each have around 500 trillion synapses.42 Neurology in Architecture is conceptually concerned with understanding architecture’s role in shaping the mind; it assumes a fixed and measurable reality.43 It is in the coalescing of the quickly advancing neurological knowledge and drawings conducted in this thesis that the phenomenology of architectural spaces becomes richer. Neuroscience elucidates communication of architecture and the human mind, and exposes unseen intricacies that have thus far escaped measurement and rational analyses.44

There are many mirror systems dispersed across different brain regions. More recently, mirror systems have been concerned in artistic measures. In a study scientists were recording the
activity of mirror systems involved with touch, such as watching a person touching someone else. Moreover, scientists also found evidence of mirror activity when people observed two inanimate objects touching one another. Space around us is full of objects touching each other. The experience of art and architecture is worked through the precognitive activation of embodied mirror mechanisms involved with the simulation of action, emotions, and corporeal sensations. All our perceptions, feelings, emotions, thoughts, assessments, and actions are consequent on our embodied transactions with our physical surroundings.

Ecological logic lies at the heart of our experience of architecture. Consequently, we come to desire shelters of a certain size, height, and configuration. We want access to light and air, and doors and windows which open us to exchanges with our surroundings. Low light levels cause depression, and views towards greenery evoke our innate biophilia. There is already quite a bit of research to prove that natural daylight and views of nature improve cognitive function. Architecture is a multifaceted source of information. The sensory appearance tells us how space is organized,
and this its utility and navigability.\textsuperscript{51} Good connection and free access to the outside space, and views out are very important. As well, the primitive mind connects with the built environment in picking up vistas in refuge, safe spaces.\textsuperscript{52} When there are feelings of containment within a space, there are negative emotions that often go with it. Architectural design elicits certain outcomes that have clinical value: anxiety and aggression are reduced in settings with limited numbers of common spaces that each have a distinctive identity; agitation is reduced in settings that are more residential than institutional in character.\textsuperscript{53} Non-institutional, light, airy buildings; places to rest, sit, places to watch the world go by, places to stop, places to shelter, all have tangible clinical benefits.\textsuperscript{54}

Human psychophysical experiments have shown that patterns of line segments stand out perceptually more from arbitrary shapes. A manifestation of a sense of order is deeply rooted in the mind. The visual cortex has organizational properties which facilitate such perceptual sensitivities to these kinds of patterns. These patterns have a statistical regularity between adjacent contour orientations such as repeating lines in collinear, curvilinear, parallel and radial patterns which are ubiquitous in the natural world. Architecture that adopts this principle benefits in some way.\textsuperscript{55}
A study at the Harvard medical school found out that emotionally neutral objects with predominantly pointed features and sharp angles are liked significantly less than matching objects with curved features.\textsuperscript{56} Sharp transitions in a contour may bear a feeling of threat and this activates a negative bias. Old research on person perception suggest that sharp pointed human scale figure drawings are perceived as being associated with aggressive traits.\textsuperscript{57} There are other physical features that can influence a high level of judgment such as the colour black is shown to be perceived as more aggressive.\textsuperscript{58} Colours influence emotional states.\textsuperscript{59}

Acts of perceiving and imagining take place in the same areas of the brain; every act of perception is an act of creation. Reality is therefore a product of most majestic imagination.\textsuperscript{60} Architecture is beyond its mere aesthetics, it is a mental and existential sphere of life which besides providing physical shelter for our fragile bodies, it must also house our minds.\textsuperscript{61} Echoing Merleau-Ponty's phenomenological notion of the chiasmatic bind, architecture is constructed mental space and mental space is constructed and affected by architecture. This is a dialectic relationship; a continuum of space and mind.\textsuperscript{62}
ARCHITECTURAL PROPOSITION

DRAWING THE LINE

It was the determination of physicians, elected officials, parents and the community whom joined forces to establish a hospital for children and youth. CHEO formally opened its doors May 17, 1974. Just this past year there were 6720 admissions to CHEO, 70586 emergency department visits, 7816 visits to Surgical Day Care, 169621 ambulatory visits, and 11009 visits to the Medical Day Unit. There will be 70,000 more children and youth in the Ottawa region in 20 years and 1.3 million more children in Canada in 20 years. CHEO is a frontrunner in pediatric care and with its ever-expanding programs, it continually requires more space as an opportunity to improve efficiency and care for the increasing volume of patients.

Hospitals have come a long way, however, the many transformations and advances in the hospital has led to the barrenness and stressfulness of today’s hospitals. Crammed and isolated places can cause people to be stressed. Research has shown that stress is destructive to our health; stress affects the immune system and its capacity to heal. It slows healing and, prompts the body to more severe and more persistent infections, and compounds the effect of illness. This is especially important to consider in a hospital environment as illness is a catalyst for fear and stress. Hospitals tend to devote more attention to the space designed to house machines rather than to the architecture for people’s wellbeing. It is time to start designing for our wellbeing; place influences one’s wellbeing. The hospital should be a bridge to health which aids in recovery. It is the children whom spend weeks, months or even years of their lives at CHEO which require the hospital to be more than just a machine. Many of the children are isolated to their designated floor. At CHEO the
most populated inpatient floor is the fourth floor, which happens to be eye level with a daunting view of a vast industrialized hospital roof (Figure 16, 17, 18). The fifth floor is a mix of inpatient, medical and surgical spaces and the sixth floor is mental health, which is in complete lockdown. Level four to six is in the ‘tower’ of CHEO, all of which only have a view down on to the intimidating hospital roof (Figure 19).
Aesthetic design is not just a matter of artistic expression-- together with other factors, it can improve, or damage the health and wellbeing of people.

CHEO, is a place for improving the human condition and it is important that the architecture also reflects this. CHEO indeed has virtuous intentions and is always looking for ways to improve the human condition, as seen in their Zen Garden project. However, if a patient wants to go there, if they can even leave their floor in the first place, they must face the challenge of navigating through the anxiety provoking hallways. I myself was lost in the hallways of CHEO not even knowing which floor I was on, trying to get back to the front door; a very intimidating experience. Imagine what a child whose senses and emotions are even more affected by their surroundings, trying to gather up their bravery to roam through the hospital. If they make it past the first challenge, they must then walk past two large parking lots, then cross the street of the emergency lane where all the ambulances come and go, then they go past the 'danger helicopter zone', to then only be situated at the back of the hospital where the helicopters and ambulances come and go (Figure 20).
Illness primes patients for fear and navigating through sterile and frightening environments, being restricted to horizontal datum’s, having minimal natural light, and a dreadful view harbours an extremely stressful and anxiety provoking experience. We need to draw the line and design a wondrous place for the children to leave their stresses and fears behind, a place where their imagination can draw freely; a happy and uplifting place.
CHEO’s external exterior façade contains the notion of drawing on and around its building envelope (Figure 21-24). The building has an intuition which is not yet achieved as it is presenting a static image. The design of CHEO has optimistic intentions, as the architects described their concept as a building designed to respond not only to the physical but to the mental and emotional needs of children. We design and build architecture that ends up shaping us. This thesis carries that notion throughout its design. The design is concerned with wellbeing and human understanding of the lived experience through drawing – to allow the children at CHEO to find a voice through art.
EMOTIONAL DRAWINGS IN CHEO

The foundational phase of the project is a minor interior renovation to the existing hospital which will allocate spaces for the children in the hospital to draw, to be creative, to be free. The design of the interior renovation was primarily based on existing research in the field of Neuroaesthetics; before the interaction with the children and intellectually disabled artists was conducted. This allows the storyline of the proposal to be more realistic in terms of how it would unfold. This phase allows more drawings to be conducted in addition and parallel to the research drawings in this thesis to guide the design of the addition. This also allows the project to have presence at CHEO almost immediately.

Atmosphere is determined by experience and to make people feel like they are going somewhere, this phase will be laying out the canvas for things to happen. The children will be given the role and the control of helping design the addition to come; their drawings are concerned with the articulation of space. By imagining things, they are inhabiting the addition already. They are
constructing their dreams through drawing. Every drawing produced will also be subject to being analyzed by researchers of interdisciplinary fields, coming from all around the world. All the drawings will be electronically archived, capturing a moment in time—time is art. Every drawing captured will be involved in the design of the addition and will be projected onto the skin of the new building, creating a digital quilt of all their drawings. Each drawing projected translates into moments and fragments of the mind. Drawings can reveal what is yet to be exposed. Having the power of what kind of spaces the children will inhabit allocates purpose to the them and will allow them to put their human handprint into the architecture. Recovery is what people experience as they become empowered in a manner that allows them to achieve a meaningful and positive sense of belonging.69

In the interior renovation, the corridors and unfilled spaces will transform into places for drawing. The hallways become an interactive whiteboard surface to draw on the wall, as well as a place for the children to connect with drawings. With the capacity of the interactive whiteboard, children
can draw using touch, making it more intimate while at the same time saving the hospital funds in crayons, paper and waste. Over 28,000 packs of crayons were used last year to help kids pass the time during their stay at CHEO. Having the existing hallways in CHEO turn into a drawing surface will allow the interior space to become more creative and wondrous; a place to express one’s emotions. There is harmony which resides in the delicate proportions of the repetitive pattern in the corridors (Figure 25).

Existing spaces in CHEO will be transformed to allow the children to be creative: drawing with shadows, with light, with drawing tools and their hands (Figure 26). It is a place where the sunlight draws shadows for the children to play with, a place where they are free to draw on the walls and floors (Figure 27). The drawings will inhabit the walls in a state of transition, as progress drawings just before they enter the drawing archive and thus the addition of the project—entering the drawing of another.
FIGURE 26
Thereafter, the current Zen Garden at CHEO will evolve onto the barren rooftop (*Figure 28*). Having the garden accessible to patients whom are trapped on their floor will bring reams of benefit and it will also give the children a calming view out of their windows. This enhances their connection of nature, it is a way to connect inside space with the world outside, in normalization. Also, a study published in Science Magazine showed that healing would occur more rapidly if patients in hospital rooms had windows looking out on nature.\(^7\) Comparable in importance is access to natural daylight, which was considered in the process of locating the volume of the new addition. Looking at the site plan, CHEO is partially surrounded by other large buildings of the hospital precinct, as well as a residential neighbourhood. Nevertheless, the most unobstructed view is towards south east, which faces many green parks (*Figure 29*). As well it is the sunniest location (*Figure 30*). The utmost ideal place for capitalizing on the sun while considering structural integrity is just on top of CHEO’s former addition (*Figure 37*). The approach to massing was inspired by the existing geometry of the CHEO ‘tower’. This existing geometry consists of three pods, and the massing of the addition proportionately replicates the south-east pod.
FIGURE 29  Site Plan Model
FIGURE 30  Sun Study
DRAWING ON TOP OF CHEO

Overlaying the drawings of happiness with architecture inspired the design and the program in the addition. Figures 38-43 show the preliminary proposal and the inception of the concepts of the addition. Henry’s drawing of his happy place in nature inspired a central atrium, bringing the outside elements of nature into the architectural spaces (Figure 38). There are several house shaped drawings and particularly Anna’s drawing of the houses inspired the tree house pods on the bridges which create a homey feeling (Figure 39, 40). Many of the abstract drawings of what happiness looks like, are curved or round which inspired the design, ranging from the walls, windows, all the way to the design of the furniture. As well, all the colours in the design are from the emotional drawings of happiness. Moreover, the many children whom are at CHEO for a long time will also find learning centers at the new addition to continue their schooling, which was inspired by Alanna’s drawing (Figure 41, 42). As further programming, which also has been inspired from the drawings is a place of reading (Figure 43), a place of quietness, drawing spaces, places to sit, places to shelter, places to be with animals, to be free. A place of happiness and wellbeing; a progressive healing of the hospital. It becomes a place where the imagination can permeate, to inspire wellbeing.
FIGURE 43
THE ARCHITECTURE OF EMOTIONAL DRAWINGS

To show every child’s hand in the new addition, the drawings being produced in the initial phase, will require archiving, and accordingly a gallery to show a timeline and richness of the process. The addition is the result, as well as the projection of the digital archive of the drawings, thus creating a dynamic architecture of emotional drawings. Throughout the addition there are wall and floor surfaces which lend themselves to the idea of the canvas, as the children draw, their drawings will be digitally archived and projected onto the interior and exterior walls of the addition (Figure 45). The addition is a place to draw and to let the imagination permeate; it is a digital quilt (Figure 46, 47). The drawings produced in the quilt gives the child the ability to step through the threshold between their dreams and the drawing of another. As Marco Frascari said it is in the making of a quilt where many hands are involved; it is a social and collaborative process. Just as in quilt making, the projections of the drawings are a construing; each projection embodies memories of emotion. The digital quilt is stitched from drawing spoils which are translated into a wondrous dimension on the architecture, which carries a new meaning. 72
To feel a sense of connection and purpose, everyone should have access to the digital quilt even if they are in their bed for a prolonged period. Thus, every child should be permitted to draw on the whiteboards which are currently in the patient rooms or to have portable drawing tablets which connect to the rest of the drawing quilt (Figure 48). In the same way, the organization Grahamtastic Connection gives technology to children with serious illnesses as they see the importance to keep them connected to the outside world and to continue their education. They believe that it keeps children from feeling isolated, which helps them heal emotionally and physically. This kind of technology which allows them to draw on surfaces which end up being projected on the walls of the addition gives the children a feeling of control in a time when their world seems out of control.

The addition itself is an elevated uplifting space; it is a separate body hovering on stilts above the existing building, connected by bridges (Figure 49). The bridges carry a transcendence between the two architectural bodies, it is the passage to draw yourself out of the hospital, to leave one's worries behind, and become drawn into one's wondrous imagination—to literally enter the drawing of another (Figure 50). The bridges have tree house pods which allow the children to remove themselves one step further from the hospital. They are intimate places of refuge, calming quiet places amongst the trees in the sky. It is a place of respite for the children and their loved ones.
CONNECTED BY THE DIGITAL QUILT

FIGURE 48
FIGURE 49
FIGURE 51  Birds Eye View
The addition naturally creates a covered area on the new green roof allowing for year-round inhabitation, as it has sliding glass windows which can open or close completely. The covered area harmoniously conveys a place suspended between being inside and outside, it becomes the social place. The fourth floor also has a place of performance-- theatre, places to sit and draw (Figure 58). It is where the kids can enjoy CHEO’s relocated Zen Garden which spills into the central atrium (Figure 59). Entering from the fifth and sixth floor bridges, one can find the learning center (Figure 60), a gallery, a room of quietness (Figure 61), a place of reading (Figure 64, 65), a technology room, places to draw, all surrounding a central atrium. The atrium connecting all three floors, has a hanging garden (Figure 62) which was inspired by Elaine’s drawing of the hanging leaves. In addition, since the sixth floor is the mental health floor and locked down it has its own outdoor garden. Frances’ wave drawing inspired the walls and structure of the building. In the section drawing (Figure 55) one can see how the wave like structure creates ‘indoor tree pots’, this allows for trees to be inside of the architecture. The section shows how the drawings of happiness had a significant role in the design process.
FIGURE 52 Level 4
FIGURE 54 Level 6
FIGURE 55  Section
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DRAWING A CONCLUSION: A CONTINUOUS DRAWING

Drawing helps interpret the relationship between space and emotion. Architecture alters our emotions; thus emotion is materialized to create architecture—the architecture of emotional drawings. This thesis explores the interface between architecture and wellbeing through drawings of happiness and relating it to existing research in neuroscience-architecture. The architectural experience affects us both physically and emotionally; drawing happy emotions inspires the design of the architectural experience. The qualities of physical context are reaching a level of understanding through quantitative and qualitative research. Drawing connections between existing quantitative research to qualitative drawing research reframes and reaffirms how happiness and architecture of emotional drawings is experienced. The drawings revitalize the instinct relationship of body and space. They capture the qualitative phenomenological expression of how one experiences happiness. Drawing is the inspiration and means to dream of the new addition at CHEO; a place which can inspire an atmosphere of wellbeing.
This type of project which addresses mental and physical health issues in a supportive, positive environment can encourage and facilitate empowerment and recovery through creative drawings. Every architecture embodies the mental orientation of its makers. Freed from the confines of the page, drawing is everywhere in the interior renovation and the addition at CHEO in which, there is a bodily experience of mark-making in relation to the temporality of drawings and space, a transforming process whereby the tracing of movement approaches space and time. The notion of drawing as process art suggests that drawing involves an oscillation between form and the mind. Drawing records the unfolding of an event, the real and the unreal part of one’s mind. Thus the finished product becomes the evidence of the drawing experience, its visual documentation—the digital quilt. The addition is creating a language to empower people to design their environment, where they can explore and grow; promoting social interaction; making comfortable connections to nature; and creating happy spaces.
Every moment we experience is precious, and we need to recognize the influence of our buildings and spaces on people’s wellbeing. This research was inspired by my perceived experience of space, time, sound, taste and texture—the splendor of the human brain in architecture. Drawing helps me achieve empathy of space where I can literally feel the space. Therefore, getting children and intellectually disabled artists to draw what their happy space looks like and what happiness looks like to them, allowed me to enter their dreams and their drawings to design the architecture of emotional drawings. Architecture is constructed in the wondrous spaces of the mind which is revealed through drawing and the mind is therefore constructed and affected by the architecture.

What fragments of the brain respond to precisely what features of architecture? A further possible application of this approach to architecture deals with the relationship between architectural spaces and the way they are experienced through simulation. The experience of the built environment and its affordances is formed through the precognitive activation of motor simulations. The role of embodied simulation in architectural experience becomes even more interesting if one
considers emotions and sensations. To study how the drawings of happiness virtually presented within designed architectonic spaces are experienced. To empirically test by recording the mind and bodily responses of subjects perceptually experiencing and exploring virtual architectonic drawings of happiness by means of immersive virtual reality. This experimental approach could qualify us to empirically address significant aspects of architecture. The knowledge acquired through the drawings of happiness being inhabited virtually might provide new insights for the future design of hospitals. It is a way to convey quantitative understanding of the qualitative approach of the drawings of happiness -- to draw and virtually enter the drawings to shape architectural environments that in due course promote wellbeing.
This was the initial design proposal which herein is part of the archive of the design process. The pink volume housed the drawing archive, the gallery and research offices. The blue volume held the creative programs, therapy rooms, learning centers, social spaces, intimate spaces, and play spaces. Consistent with the final design, the green roof remains as the canvas.
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